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ABSTRACT

Diverse remotely sensed data sets from the satelitte sensors Landsat Thematic Mapper, IRS-1C-Pan and SPOT have
been utilized for landuse classification. In high resolution panchromatic images a texture analysis is performed with the
help of the Förstner operator that is able to distinguish between point features, significant edges and homogeneous
areas. In this way we classify highly textured areas such as settlements or even individual buildings. The panchromatic
images were also used for forest segmentation by thresholding. The multispectral data were subjected to a modified
maximum likelihood classification where each pixel has been assigned not only the class with the greatest probabilit y
density but also, as a second choice, the class with the second greatest probabilit y density. For the final class decision a
rule based approach links together the result of the texture analysis, the forest segmentation, the results of the
multispectral classification, and, not least, certain contents the data base of the so-called Digital Landscape Model
(DLM) of the Austrian Federal Off ice of Metrology and Surveying. The resulting landuse-layer has landuse-classes
with reliabilit y categories and a 15x15m ground resolution. A quality assessment proved that 93% of the pixels are
identical to classes of a visual reference classification. For pixel of highest reliability the percentages grow to 96%.

KURZFASSUNG

Fernerkundungsdaten von den Satellitensensoren Landsat Thematic Mapper, IRS-1C-Pan und SPOT wurde für eine
Landnutzungsklassifikation verwendet. In den hochauflösenden panchromatischen Bildern wird eine Texturanalyse
ausgeführt, wobei der Förstner Operator zur Anwendung gelangt, mit welchem sich punktförmige Merkmale und
markante Kanten von homogenen Bildbereichen trennen lassen. Auf diese Weise lassen sich hochtexturierte Gebiete,
wie etwa Siedlungen aber auch einzelstehende Häuser, klassifizieren. Die panchromatischen Bilder werden aber auch
für die Segmentation des Waldes verwendet. Die multispektralen Daten wiederum werden einer modifizierten
Maximum Liklihood Klassifizierung unterworfen, bei welcher jedem Pixel nicht nur die Klasse der größten
Wahrscheinlichkeitsdichte sondern auch jene der zweitgrößten zugeordnet wird. Die endgültige Klassifikation wird mit
einem Regelsystem durchgeführt, welches die Ergebnisse der Texturanalyse, die Waldsegmentation, die Ergebnisse der
multispektralen Klassifizierung und, nicht zuletzt, bestimmte Inhalte des sogenannten Digitalen Landschaftsmodelles
(DLM) des Österreichischen Bundesamtes für Eich- und Vermessungwesen zusammenführt. Als Ergebnis erhält man
einen Landnutzungslayer mit Zuverlässigkeitskategorien innerhalb der geforderten Genauigkeit von 15 m x 15 m. Eine
Überprüfung mit einer visuellen Referenzinterpretation zeigte, daß inhaltlich 93% der Pixel identisch klassifiziert
wurden, wobei der Prozentsatz sogar auf 96% steigt, wenn man nur die zuverlässigten Klassen beurteilt.

1 INTRODUCTION

Providers of country-wide data sets, as for instance, the
traditional national mapping offices, are facing a demand-
ing task today. Information needed by the customers is
rather specific for the respective application and varies
from one task to the other, it should be as most up-to-date
as possible and, last not least, as complete as
economically achievable. Traditional mapping with its
long-period update cycles of several years in the optimum
case, but usually of decades, with its less flexible or even
invariable and often inapproporate content is not suitable
for modern demands at all. Secondly, the basic materials
for deriving the data sets are still aerial photographs.
They guarantee a very high geometric quality, but
unfortunately at rather high costs. In many cases the

extremely high geometric quality is not a primary
requirement, while the up-to-dateness is the most
essential request. The modern spaceborne sensors allow
frequent coverage of vast areas at affordable prices and
with rather good spatial resolution. Though the spectral
resolution is not that good at the moment, the remote
sensing community expects the first satellites in space
that should be able to fulfil many of the desirable
requirements in near future. Even with the current sensors
a high quality classification is achievable if various
sensors that complement each other are jointly util ized in
a sophisticated way. Investigations in serveral countries
concentrate on quick and economic update possibili ties of
existing data bases (Ament, 1997; Plietker, 1997).
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In 1995 the Austrian Ministry of Science and Transport
initiated a research project which was intended to further
applications in remote sensing. The acronym MISSION
(Multi-Image Synergetic Satellite Information for Ob-
servation of Nature) expresses the notion of the project of
extensively utilizing the current possibili ties of
spaceborne sensing. The project brought together
organisations, companies and various research institutes
which were interested in solving current or imminent
problems by remote sensing techniques. MISSION has
been subdived into tasks and one of these project tasks
has been carried out by the Austrian Federal Off ice of
Metrology and Surveying (BEV) together with the
Institute of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing of the
Vienna University of Technology (IPF) as scientific
partner. The idea behind BEV’s project was to check
whether current satellite data may be used for the
completion and the update of its indigenous nationwide
topographic database, the so-called „Digital Landscape
Model“ (DLM). The DLM contains a great variety of
data whose geometric qualit y is related to the scale of the
Austrian Map 1:50000 or 1:25000. The problem the BEV
was most interested in was the classification of forest
boundaries and detection of changes of  settlement areas
carried out by procedures that work automaticall y to a
high extent. The requirements were defined by setting the
geometric accuracy better than 20 m and the
classification accuracy significantly better than 90%. As a
desirable feature a reliablity code should indicate those
results that were less reliable and needed a further check
by visual interpretation or on site inspection.

Remote sensing imagery that was available for the project
was, firstly, the high resolution panchromatic pictures of
IRS-1C (5 m) and SPOT (10 m). They should guarantee
the requested geometric accuracy of better than 20 m.
Additionally, multispectral datasets are absolutely
necessary for a good quality of classification of landuse
categories. The Landsat TM (30 m) seemed to be most
appropriate, though notably below geometric require-
ment. Already available database contents of the DLM
serve as input too. Some of these data have been derived
from the Austrian topographic map 1:50000 (OeK50) by
simple digitization as provisional input in the DLM. The
geometric accuracy of those data are within the graphical
accuracy of those maps that is about 5 m to 10 m in the
ideal case. Other elements of the DLM were digitized in
the orthophoto maps of the scale 1:10000, where a very
good geometric qualit y had to be expected, and a third
category originates in stereo compilations of aerial
photographs.

2 MULT ISPECTRAL CLASSIFICATION

The multispectral images were highly responsible for a
good classification of landuse. The focus lies on an
acceptable reliabil ity of class discrimination and less on
the geometric accuracy of small detail s. Although only
wooded areas and settlements were the key classes of the
project, one has to introduce additional classes that are
able to describe the landuse of the area of interest in a not
necessarily complete but at least satifactory way. The

classes (and subclasses) defined for the area under invest-
igation were the following:
• „Water“ (water bodies such as lakes, rivers)
• „Forest“ (coniferous and deciduous forest)
• „Settlement“ (urban areas, vil lages, hamlets and

possibly individual farm houses)
• „Field“ (agriculturally used ploughed and unploughed

fields)
• „Grassland“ (meadows, pastures)
• „Rock“ (high alpline areas without vegetions)
• „Glacier“

The classification has been performed according to the
decision rules of the well -known maximum liklihood
algorithm. One knows that the quality of a classification
increases if the multispectral signatures of the classes
involved form a homogeneous and normally distributed
cluster. Heterogeneous classes such as urban settlements
that are mixtures of sealed, unsealed areas, vegetation etc.
lead to huge and quite often non-normally distributed
clusters. The discrimination by assigning the class with
the highest probabilit y density is mathematically unique
but not nessaril y the only logicall y correct choice as in
not well -defined classes also the boundaries are rather
uncertain. A typical example is the discrimination of
„Settlement“ and „Fields“ where in many cases
settlement classes are found in agricultural areas.

The multispectral decision rule was therefore slightly
extended by assigning two classes for each image pixel:
the class with the greatest probabilit y density (P1) and
that with the second greatest probabilit y density (P2). The
smaller the difference (P1-P2) between this two
discrimination values the less certain and reliable is the
original maximum liklihood decision  P1. A slight
variation of the training samples may have lead to the
opposite result. In order to find a qualit y or significance
measure for the class difference and the reliabil ity of the
class membership of the final decision the ratio of P1 and
P2 (more exactly the Mahalanobis distances of the P1 and
P2 decision) is calculated and the F-test is applied. We
found out that classes „Water“ and „Forest“ could be
classified with high reliability, „Fields“ and
„Settlements“ on the other hand are rather uncertain
classes; both classes may be expected to appear mixed up
in the final result. As already mentioned above the
boundaries between settlements and agricultural fields are
uncertain, settlement pixels may be found in field areas
and vice versa.

3 PANCHROMATIC IMAGES

Since panchromatic images are currently the only ones of
high spatial resolution, they offer the possibilit y to
achieve the requested geometric accuracy on the one
hand, on the other hand this sort of images can be used
for texture analysis as a supplement to the multispectral
classification. In particular the „Settlement“ class, that is
spectrally not well -defined can successfully be processed
and classified through texture analysis due to its high
spatial frequency and very typical textural appearance. In
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our project the panchromatic images have also been used
for the geometricall y exact determination of the forest
boundaries.

3.1Texture Analysis

Classification of settlements by texture analysis has
already been used in the past (e.g. Steinnocher, 1997).
One of the standard algorithms of texture analysis has
been published by Harali ck (1973). In our project we
apply the Förstner operator (Förstner, 1991), a well -
known feature extraction algorithm in digital photogram-
metric applications. The operator deli vers for each pixel a
measure that indicates firstly whether a directional or
non-directional features has been detected (q-values), and
secondly whether the feature is more or less prominent
(w-values). By appropriate threshold settings for q- and
w-values one is able to distinguish between point features
such as corners of buildings, individual houses and fields)
and linear features, i.e. salient edges (such as roads,
tracks, river banks, field boundaries). Urban areas are
densely mixed up by point features and linear features. In
open areas linear features li ke field boundaries can
clearly be separated from point features li ke field corners.
These peculiarities open the chance to separate
settlements from fields although both types of features
can be found in both classes.

The procedure commences with region growing for point
features with the condition that they are allowed to
expand over linear features but not into homogeneous
areas. In settlements this process causes a significant
growth of the points to patches, while in agricultural
regions the expansion is less important. The second step
is to remove remaining edge pixels. Eventually a expand-
shrink operation is applied that causes clumping of areas
of densely distributed point patches. In that way the
textural class „Settlement“ has been found.

3.2Threshold Analysis

Forested regions appear rather dark in panchromatic
images compared to the surrounding areas. Therefore, it
seemed li kely that by thresholding or one-dimensional
classification forest could be detected or at least separated
form neighbouring classes. A global threshold does not
deli ver expected results as forests do not form uniformly
grey areas. They may be dark at the one boundary and a
bit brighter at the opposite boundary. Therefore focal
thresholding was a more suitable approach. The process
begins by selecting appropriate training areas in order to
find suitable intervals of arithmetic means and standard
deviation that are typical for the forested areas. The focal
analysis checks within the focal window whether the
threshold boundaries are fulfill ed thus obtaining the
thresholded class „Forest“.

We should bear in mind, that this procedure is still a one-
band classification process and we must not expect that
the segmentation delivers the correct class assignment in
all cases. One knows for instance, that also water bodies
appear very dark in panchromatic images. In fact, the
above explained threshold algorithm wil l also classify
water bodies as forest. This does not cause any real
problem as water can be clearly and reliably separated by
the multispectral classification algorithm. As we shall see
later, none of the classification steps is used alone for the
final class decision and therefore a contradictory classi-
fication result will cause either the class assignment by
the method that is most reliable for the respective class or
most likely a class assignment after involvement of
several of the input data sets or the class may be marked
as not reliable with a „to be checked“ attribute.

4 COMBINING ALL DATA IN A GIS

The following step is the connection of all data in a geo-
information system (GIS) that allows the application of a
great variety of decision rules. Input to the GIS (see Tab.
1) are the results of the multispectral classification, the
result of the texture analysis, the result of the focal
thresholding and several sets of the existing DLM: the
forest layer mask and the so-called situation layer mask.
Both masks are raster images and have been generated by
scanning the respective separations of the topographic
map OeK50 with a pixel size of 2.5 m x 2.5 m ground
resolution. There exists also a vector layer with the most
important elements of the transportion network, such as
freeways, high order roads, railway lines.

The following table (Tab.1) lists all the imported layers
that wil l be available for GIS analysis.

GIS Layer (abbreviation) Type / Resol.

Max.Likelih. - highest probabilit y
(maxlike 1)

Raster / 25 m

Max.Likelihood - second highest
probabilit y
(maxlike 2)

Raster / 25 m

Thresholded forest
(forest-pan)

Raster / 10 m

Texture analysed settlement
(texture-pan)

Raster / 10 m

DLM forest
(forest-DLM)

Raster / 2.5 m

DLM situation
(situ-DLM)

Raster / 2.5 m

DLM transportation network
(transp-DLM)

Vector

Tab. 1: Layers in GIS
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A rule based system is buil t up, that takes into consider-
ation all the results of the previous steps and some of the
DLM layers. Due to redundant but independently derived
information contradictions may occur so that the final
decision may not be unique and several possibiliti es for a
class assignment to a pixel could exist. The rules also try
to assign reliabilit y or certainty codes. In case of
consistency, i.e. no contradiction occurs by analysing all
GIS layers, the final class is given the code „most
reliable“. In some contradictory cases, in particular when
DLM data are not consistent to current remote sensing
interpretation the final class is taken from the most recent
data. There is the possibilit y that something has changed
or data in the DLM are not correct or the image
interpretation was wrong. In any case a reliabil ity code
like „not reliable, to be verified“ is assigned.

The rule system has a hierarchical structure beginning
with the conditional check of the most probable result of
the maximum likelihood classification. If a pixel does not
satisfy any of the rules, also the second probabilit y of the
maximum likelihood will be involved. The reliabilit y
code eventually depends on the level of hierarchy where
the final class assignment takes place and varies from
certain_1 (for the most reliable assignment) down to
certain_4. The following examples show an overview
how rules may be composed for the class „Forest“ and
„Settlement“ (for the layer abbreviations see table 1).

Let us explain here a few problems that might occur. The
map derived DLM forest layer is geometricall y very
accurate. Small clear cuts or narrow bands through the
forest where roads or track are located are mapped. Those
topographic elements might be too small to be detected in
the satellite images. In that case the image classification
said clearly that forest exists although it does not in
realit y. Though it is unli kely that roads have changed it is
rather li kely that clear cuts have changed. Many changes
of forests appear along their boundary. Detected
differences may be caused by generalisation effects in the
DLM, or originate in wrong forest classification (eg.
effects of shadows), but there might also have been an
actual change. Many of those problems cannot be
completely solved by an automatic procedure. The
algorithm can just give a hint what could have happened
and ask the user to check before accepting the program’s
class assignment.

The next example should demonstrate how different the
rules are for the various classes . If the settlement class is
to be processed, the texture layer and DLM situation
layer are involved, again together with the maximum
likelihood classification. Since the pixel size of the DLM
layer is very small and settlements are represented as
individual building blocks rather than as one contiguous
fill ed polygon the conditional check employs a focal
window filter that tell s us whether a settlement pixels has
been hit or not.

For example „Forest“:

IF maxlike1
forest-pan
forest-DLM

==
==
==

forest
forest
forest

&&
&&

THEN forest_cer tain_1

ELSE

IF maxlike1
forest-pan
forest-DLM

==
==
≠

forest
forest
forest

&&
&&

THEN forest_cer tain_2
DLM may not be up to date,
 possibly update necessary

ELSE

IF maxlike1
forest-pan
forest-DLM

≠
==
==

forest
forest
forest

&&
&&

THEN forest_cer tain_3
should be verified

ELSE

IF maxlike2
forest-pan
forest-DLM

==
==
==

forest
forest
forest

&&
&&

THEN forest_cer tain_4
should be verified

For example „Settlement“:

IF maxlike1
texture-pan
focal9x9 of
situ_DLM

==
==
==

settlement
settlement
yes

&&
&&

THEN settlement_cer tain_1

    � �
ELSE

IF maxlike2
texture-pan
focal9x9 of
situ_DLM

==
==
==

settlement
settlement
yes

&&
&&

THEN settlement_cer tain_3

ELSE

IF maxlike1
maxlike2
texture-pan
focal9x9 of
situ_DLM

≠
≠
==
==

settlement
settlement
settlement

yes

&&
&&

&&

THEN settlement_cer tain_4
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Fig. 1 shows the flow chart diagram of the complete
classification procedure. As a result we obtain the
landuse-layer at a spatial resolution of 15 m x15 m with a
class and a reliability code assigned to each  pixel of the
landuse  image.

5 EXAMPLES

5.1Thematic Mapper + IRS-1C-pan

In a practical test example we combined a Landsat TM
image with an IRS-1C-Pan  image. The acquisition dates
were 1991 and 1996, respectively. The TM image was

classified as described in chapter 2. As a result we obtain
the two classifications with the highest and the second
highest probabilit y. By comparing the two results it is
obvious, that “Water“, “Forest“ and “Grassland“ are quite
certain classes, while the difference between the two
classifications for “Fields“ and “Settlements“ is not
significant showing that these two classes are relatively
uncertain. We shall pay attention to that fact when these
data are combined in the rule based classifier.

The panchromatic image IRS-1C-Pan turned out to be
rather noisy. Filtering the image in advance seemed to be
advantageous. In order to leave the edges and the textural
image properties unaffected as much as possible (they
bear valuable information necessary for texture analysis)

Fig.2: IRS-1C-pan original and sigma filtered Fig. 3 Detected points and edges and the settlement class

classification
of

2nd probabilit y

panchromatic
data

digital landscape
model

multispectral data

classification
of

1st probabilit y
settlement

areas
forest situation

layer
forest
layer

maximum
likelihood

texture
analysis

threshold
operation

Rule-Base
with conditions

LanduseFig.1: Flow chart diagram
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an edge preserving filter has been applied. A sigma filter
was best suited for that purpose (Lee, 1983). The way
how the filter works should be explained very briefly.
Within the filter window the mean is calculated of all that
pixels whose difference to the central pixel is less than
the standard deviation of the image noise. The noise
variance must be known in advance and may estimated
by experience or it can approximately be determined by
analysing the derivatives of the image. As a result of the
filter process we obtain an image with smooth homo-
geneous areas but still significant edges and textures.
Figure 2 demonstrates the eff iciency of the sigma filter.

Now we begin the image analysis with the forest
segmentation as described in the previous sections by
selecting suitable training areas for deriving the statistics
for thresholding. The next step is dedicated to texture
analysis by applying the Förstner operator. Figure 3
shows on the left hand side the intermediate result
immediately after the feature extraction (black patches
are detected point features, grey areas are the linear
feature elements). The right hand side picture shows the
original IRS image with the extracted settlement class
superimposed to it.

The final step is the rule based classification in a system
that is built up of some 30 rules where for each of the
maximum seven (see chapter 2) - in our test area five -
basic classes uncertainty categories have been assigned.

5.2Thematic Mapper + SPOT-pan

As we have seen that entire classificaton process, in
particular the rule section, is rather complex. The

question arises whether our approach is applicable to
other input data than used for designing the system. The
worst case scenario would be the necessity of a
completely new design, or in a less severe case, the need
to modify the decision rules significantly. If this
happened the system would not be very useful in practice.
In order to test our algorithms whether they can fulfil our
expectations a different data set was subjected to the
classification procedure.

This second example uses a Landsat TM and a SPOT-Pan
image as input. By chance both images were acquired on
the same day in 1997. Since the SPOT resolution with
10 m is notably worse than that of IRS we expected less
reliable results, but more importantly, much more
problems with the analysis of the panchromatic image.
Amazingly it turned out that (at least in our case) the
actual resolution difference was not that essential because
the radiometric qualit y of the SPOT data was by far better
than that of IRS and therefore, noise filtering was not
necessary at all.

The results confirmed that SPOT-Pan is also best suited
for our classification approach. The forest segmentation
as well as the texture analysis yielded results of a qualit y
comparable to the IRS analysis. Only a minor
modification to the rule system was necessary proving
that the whole classification scheme was not tailored to
one test data set but can successfully be employed to a
new data set without any problem.

6 RESULT S AND ACCURACY

Classes

1
Visual

Or thophoto-
Interpretation

Resol.: 5 meter

2
Remote
Sensing
Analysis

Resol.: 5 meter

3

Identitical
Classification

4
Identitical

Classification
with High
Secur ity

5
Identical

Classification
in a

3 x 3 Window

6
Identical

Classification
in a 3 x 3

Window with
High Secur ity

Pixel % Pixel % Pixel % Pixel % Pixel % Pixel %
Water 20789 10.4 20546 10.3 20449 99.5 20392 99.6 20458 99.6 20394 99.6
Forest 78398 39.2 78302 39.2 73177 93.5 72626 95.9 74580 95.3 73734 97.3

Sett lement 19694 9.8 24662 12.3 16488 66.9 6148 92.8 17976 72.9 6327 95.0
Fields,
Grass

81119 40.6 76497 38.2 69897 91.4 56293 93.8 71898 94.0 57452 97.1

total  %
Sum 200000 100 200000 100 180011

90
155459

96
184912

93
157907

97

Table 2: Result of classification

The most important question is certainly: How good does
the classification work? Or in other words: How great is
the percentage of correctly assigned classes? For that
purpose a orthophoto map (original scale 1:10000) was
visually interpreted and declared as reference classi-
fication. Then 20 regularly distributed square windows,
i.e. a total of 2% of the whole classified area, were cut out

of the test area where the difference between the
computer assisted and the reference classification had
been analysed in detail. Table 2 shows the result of the
quality check.

Column 1 li sts all pixels of the visual interpretation.
Column 2 contains the respective pixels of the remote
sensing analysis. Comparing Column 1 and 2 one can
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see, that the results are very similar with the most
obvious difference in the classes „Fields“ and
„Settlement“. It looks li ke the satellite image analysis
overestimates the „Settlement“ class at the cost of
„Fields“.

Column 3 shows the number of pixels which are identical
if compared pixel by pixel. While the percentage of
identical pixels is very high for the classes “Water“,
“Forest“ and “Fields“, the class „Settlement“ shows a
poor result. The main reason for that inaccuracy is the
uncertainty of the texture analysis for the „Settlement“
segmentation, which tends to extend the class into
surrounding areas (usually fields) while the visual
interpreter has decided to set the class boundary much
tighter to recognizable houses. The poorer result is not
necessarily a pure drawback of the computer analysis. We
should be aware that already the class definition is not
very clear: Are backyards „Settlements“, for instance?
(see figure 5)

81% of the controlled pixels are classified with high
certainty. Column 4 li sts the number of those pixels, that
are identical with the visual interpretation. In this group
the percentage of successful classification is, not
unexpectedly, greater and significantly greater for the
previously mentioned uncertain classes.

Additionally we wanted to take into consideration a slight
inaccuracy of the geometric rectification. We know, and
we must expect in any case, that our layers of the various
data sources do not geometrically fit to each other within
the accuracy of one pixel. In order to allow a small
displacement of some 10 m, we perform the identity
check again by comparing in 3x3 window instead of pixel
by pixel (i.e. a 1x1 window). Column 5 li sts the number
of pixels whose classes are identical. The total number of
identical pixels rises from 90% to 93%, while there is
almost no difference for the pixels classified with high
certainty (column 6). They are usually not boundary
pixels and therefore not influenced by the window check.

Figure 4 and figure 5 show detail s of the comparison. The
left image contains the classification result, the right one
the panchromatic satellite image. Superimposed on both
are the class boundaries of the visual interpretation from
the orthophoto. The forest boundary in figure 4 gives a
rough idea about the geometric accuracy of the image
rectification. The vector image of the forest boundary has
the same shape as in the satellite image but from the
slight displacement in the order of 2 to 3 image pixels we
must conclude inaccurate geometric rectification. On the

left hand image the reference boundary is clearly outside
the classified forest by some 15 m. Figure 5 reveals one
typical problem of the settlement classification that has
been already concluded from table 2. The visual
interpreter found much smaller areas than the automatic
algorithms, that overestimates settlement areas by
including gardens and backyards in the class.

7 CONCLUSION

The completion and the update of a nation-wide
information system (such as the DLM of the Austrian
BEV) with landuse data can be carried out successfully
up to a certain accuracy by classifying high resolution
data together with multispectral data and if possible with
information from an already existing GIS. All the data
sources are subjected to special classification procedures
and then linked to each other in a rule based hierarchical
classifier. The quality of the result depends on the
resolution of the original images, of course, but also on
the classes. For not well -defined classes li ke „Settlement“
one must expect a need for some additional work for
visual post-interpretation or field verification. Still, the
automatic procedure can be enormously cost-saving as
the process works automaticall y to a high extent and for
all uncertain program decisions the user receives hints
through reliabil ity or certainty codes where a closer check
is recommended. The practical example proved that with
current satellite sensors, such as IRS-1C, SPOT and
Landsat TM, a geometric acurracy of about 15 m x 15 m
can be achieved. The classification compared to a visual
interpretation yielded an average success rate of up to
93%. With the new generation of satell ites that have been
announced for the near future and with adapted
interpretation algorithms (texture analysis will become
increasingly important) the overall qualit y may even be
improved. As a summarising result and a proof of the
quality figure 6 shows the landuse layer with the situation
layer of the Austrian map 1:50000 superimposed on it.
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